
How Do You Measure Up? 

Scrambling 
 

Stats provided by:   By Bill Cooney, PGATOUR.COM   September 17, 2014  The 2013-14 PGA TOUR 

season is complete, meaning the numbers from all 45 official events and 900 holes have been tallied.   My 

thought is most golfers don’t know how they compare with the ‘Tour Guys’. The numbers in the 

(parenthesis) are the whole tour and the high number is the leader for last season. 

 

Scrambling: Percentage of holes on which golfer scores par or better despite failing to hit green in regula-

tion.   

 

I would think most of us fall into this category.  I tend to miss most greens in regulation. Why?  I am play-

ing too far back and am taking a long iron into the green instead of a 7 iron like the pros do.  When I am at 

a 7 iron distance I usually hit the green. 

 

I like the thought that the pros make par a little over 50% of the time when they miss the green. 

 

Take a look, check the chart make some adjustments and go have fun. 

 

Mark Novotny CGCS 

SCRAMBLING 

Stat Leader Mark (TOUR average) 

Sand Saves Bill Haas 62.2%   (49.4%) 

Sand Save Proximity Mike Weir 6'-9"   (9-5) 

Scrambling Jim Furyk 69.3%   (57.4%) 

Scrambling Proximity Jim Furyk 6'-1"   (8-7) 

Notes 

-- Jim Furyk's scrambling mark of 69.33 percent is the fourth-best season-ending mark in 

TOUR history since the statistic began in 1992. Only Greg Norman (72.80 percent in 

1993), Tiger Woods (69.78 percent in 2001) and Woods (69.67 percent in 2002) were better. 

-- Furyk led the field in scrambling six times. He also had the highest scrambling mark in 

an event at 95.8 percent at the RBC Heritage. 

-- Four players led the field in scrambling en route to winning this season. Brendon Todd 

(HP Byron Nelson), Tim Clark (RBC Canadian Open), Martin Kaymer (U.S. Open) and 

Camilo Villegas (Wyndham). 

-- Chris Kirk had the most consecutive sand saves at 14. 

http://www.pgatour.com/statsreport/2014/09/17/stats-season-review-by-the-numbers.html

